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Table II

Device Parameters

Prooeee LCpM) ZCpM) M/Pb Cox CnF/om^) Ne* 1014onT3 Nb*1014onT3 VfbCV)

Coon'a NMOS 19. 9 Ca)

7.2

256 Ca)

129

0. 67 Cc) 39 Ca) 2. 3 Cd) 7.05 Ca) -0. 97 Co)

-1.02

Coon'a PMOS 21. 9 Ca)

9.2

256 Ca)

129

0. 52 Co) 41 Ca) 9. 6 Cd) 7.7 Ca) 0. 32 Co)

0.27

CD4007 NMOS

CD4007 PMOS

5. 0 Cb)

5.0

180 Cb)

400

0. 50 Cc)

0. 75 Cc)

29 Cb) 200.

11.

Cd) 340.

4.

Cb) -2.51 Ce)

0.97

McC'e NMOS 17.0 Cb) 80 Cb) 0. 52 Cc) 55 Cb) 40. Cd) 60 Cb) -1. 24 Co)

MoC'e PMOS 16. 0 Cb) 80 Cb) 0. 72 Co) 55 Cb) 100. Cd) 30 Cb) -0. 42 Ce)

Merc'a PMOS 20. 9 Ca)

10.8

100 Ca)

100

0. 68 Cc) 27.7

Ca)

40. Cd) 30 Ca) -0. 40 Co)

-0.40

Sibb'e NMOS 19.5 Ca)

7.0

10 Ca)

10

0. 66 Cc) 42 Ca) 20. Cd) 20 Ca) -0- 9 Co)

-1.00

Ca) Publiehed eleewhere or independently measured.
Cb) Baeed on physical dimeneione and prooeee data

Co) Fitted to prooeee. Match Ide.
Cd) Fitted to proceee. Match Gde.
Ce) Fitted to eaoh device.
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Fig 1 — 2-D MOS Simulation Result©
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Fig 2 — MOS Transistor Model

C^ and C„ represent gate oxide capacitance

controlled diodes which connect the channel to the source and drain

diffusions. D3 and D^, are parasitic substrate diodes. These parasitic
diodes are normally represented only by a depletion capacitance. In weak

and strong inversion they isolate the channel from the substrate.

D. and D« are gate-
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Fig 3 — Channel Characteristics

A lumped resistor model gives almost the same results as the standard

integrated model. In this and following examples N =N =2*1016 cm"3. C =
-8 2 s b 2 ox

3.45*10 F/cm , Z=100 microns, L=4 microns and mobility is 700 cm /V-sec,
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Fig 4 — Effect of Velocity Saturation
Velocity saturation lowers the saturation current in MOS devices.

Annular devices are affected less than rectangular ones if the source is

interior. Channel characteristics which include velocity saturation

have a region of negative resistance. This region is removed by the
connections to the channel. This negative resistance region is the region

where the mobile charge density at the drain is less than channel current

divided by saturation velocity; it is not physically possible for this to
occur.
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Fig 5 Gate-Controlled Diode Characteristics

I-V characteristics of a gate-controlled diode are similar to a conventional

junction. Reverse current is controlled by the gate voltage.
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Fig 6 — Simplified and Complete GCD Models

Simplified (18) and complete (17) gate-controlled diode models give

nearly identical results. Worst case difference is approximately 20 mV.

The worst case error occurs for high gate voltage, and for this reason

it is not significant. Note that except for the log (base 10) scale

the conditions are the same as for the previous figure.
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Fig 7 — Potential Distribution Implied
by Channel-Length Modulation

Potential distribution inside the (surface) channel. Source is

at the left and drain is on the right. Drain voltage is stepped from

2 to 10 volts in one volt steps. Conventional channel-length modulation

equation implies a discontinuity in the field at the pinch-off point.

Removing this disconfinuity reduces the amount of channel-length modulation

and the pinch-off voltage. This will lower the saturation current and

drain conductance for high gate voltages.
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Graphical solution for drain current. Dashed curves a, b and c represent
different drain voltages. As the drain voltage is incresed the potential at
the drain end of the channel becomes independant of drain voltage.
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Fig 9 — Subthreshold Solutions
Graphical solutions for drain current. Vertical scale is drain current;

Horizontal scale is potential at source end of channel. Dashed curves are

channel characteristics; solid curves are gate-controlled diode characteristics

Dots indicate intersection of corresponding curves.
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Fig 10 — C-V Characteristics

C-V characteristics of the MOS transistor come from the gate-controlled

and parasitic substrate diodes. In region "a" the parasitic substrate diodes

are forward biased, and the capacitance is equal to the oxide capacitance.

In region "b" the substrate depletion capacitance is decreasing causing the

apparent gate capacitance to decrease. In region "c" the source gate-

controlled diode is forward biased; in region "d" both the source and drain

gate-controlled diodes are forward biased.



Fig 11 — Charge Pumping
In "charge pumping" charge flows through the source and drain gate-

controlled diodes when the gate voltage rises and through the parasitic

substrate diodes when the gate voltage falls. The gate-controlled and

parasitic substrate diodes form a "voltage clamp" circuit.
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Chapter III

£2£lic A/fi .Converters and Error Correction

This chapter deals with cyclic A/D converters

constructed with clocked analog inverters. We will use the

non-restoring divide algorithm discussed in chapter 1 to

study the effect of analog circuit errors on converter

accuracy. We will introduce and prove the infinite

resolution theorem , which shows when these errors are

correctable. Two error correction algorithms will be

introduced together with experimental results.

Introduction

In chapter 1 we showed how digital algorithms can be

converted to analog algorithms using clocked analog

arithmetic. A natural use of this technique is to perform

A/D conversion. An A/D converter can be constructed using

the clocked analog inverters shown in fig 1. All analog

parts for this converter can be constructed in a 2

millimeter square of die area. This converter is
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potentially capable of unlimited resolution, but its

accuracy is limited by analog circuit errors.

Analog circuit errors can be reduced by careful

attention to design and layout, but if the highest accuracy
is required fabrication may prove difficult. Analog circuit
errors can also be reduced by adding trim tabs or externally

adjustable parts. This increases testing cost, and it will

not correct for temperature changes or for aging. Another

way of reducing analog circuit errors is by using analog
control loops [1].

This chapter discusses a way of reducing analog circuit

errors using digital arithmetic. This method has inherent

advantages compared to analog techniques. Because critical

accuracy requirements are removed from the analog parts,

design, layout and fabrication are less critical. Digital

calibration data may be stored indefinitely, or it may be

updated as often as desired. This allows us to correct for

temperature variations or for aging. We will call our

approach digital error correction.

The Analog Loop

We will now introduce a notation for quantifying the

analog circuit errors. This will allow us to calculate

error bounds and prove a crucial theorem.
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The model used for the cyclic A/D converter is shown in

fig 2. {AJ is the sequence of analog variables presented

to the comparator. To simplify the algebra we will assume a

one-volt analog reference. For the same reason we will use

an unconventional binary representation for the digital

output:

aD=E B^""1"*1 (i)
i=0

D is the numerical value of the digital output, and {B±} is

the sequence of comparator outputs. The individual B. each

have a value of +1 or -1. The value of D always lies in the

interval (-1,1).

T(.) denotes the loop transfer function. The ideal

loop transfer function is T(x)=2x. The actual loop transfer

function can be represented in the following way:

N

TCx) =2x+X] Eix1+Nx (2)
i=0

Where E is the ith order error in the loop transfer

function, and N is a stochastic variable with peak magnitude

N which accounts for noise. The non-restoring divide
P

algorithm can be stated recursively as follows:

A0=Vin (3)
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Ai^TCAi-p-Bi-i ' (4)

We will call the noiseless loop transfer function

T (.) as:
x

OO

Tx(x)=2X+E Eix1 (5)
i«0

Several properties of this function will be needed. These

properties are physically obvious. T (.) is strictly

increasing and continuous. The derivative of T (.) exists

and will lie in the interval [2-D ,2+D 1, where D is
max ' max*" Cie u max 1S

much less than one.

In the following treatment we will neglect the error

introduced by the initial sample-and-hold operation.

Uncorrected Errors

Let us denote the maximum error which can be made in

any clock cycle by E . E is defined bv:
max max 2

OO

Emax = E'Eil+Np <«
i=0 ^

Now suppose we know the value of A±. Then we can calculate
limits on the previous value as follows:



Ai-^Ai-i-Bi-P

Ai-1- Ai^i-1

v<Ev -max

/ max
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(7)

(8)

The equivalent reflected error in A after N cycles is

then bounded by:

N

e^EmaxE2
i-1

(9)

As the number of comparisons goes to infinity this becomes

H^max
(10)

The worst case error in the A/D conversion is

approximately equal to the worst case error in the loop

transfer function. Figs 3 ,4 ,5 and 6 show simulated error

characteristics for A/D conversion error for several

different E^ Each type of error has its own distinctive

error plot.

Error Correction
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In this section we present an intuitive description of

digital error correction. The mathematical description

follows.

Under certain circumstances the sequence of comparator

results may not contain enough information to allow

correction to take place. If two different analog inputs

can result in the same sequence of comparator results then

no subsequent processing can distinguish between them. This

means that the mapping from ' the analog domain into the

sequence of comparator results must be one-to-one. If there

is any error in the A/D conversion process then the amount

of information in the sequence of comparator output must be

greater than the converter resolution. In cyclic A/D

converters only N binary results are available in an N-bit

result. These A/D converters must be modified to allow

redundancy in the output before digital error correction can

take place.

One way of introducing redundancy into a digital word

is to change the numeric representation from base 2 to some

smaller base, such as base 1.9. This increases the number

of bits required to represent an input to a given resolution

by the ratio of the log of the bases. For example, eight

per-cent more bits are required to represent a number in

base 1.9 compared to base 2.
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The Infinite Resolution Theorem , which is proved in

the next section, gives a quantitative statement of how much

redundancy is required to tolerate a given amount of analog
innacuracy... m order to perform digital error correction,

the A/D converter must first satisfy the infinite-resolution

criterion. Then the digital logic or processor must convert

from the A/D converter representation (for example, base

1.9) into the desired base 2 representation.

Many sources of analog error cause an uncertainty in

the base of numeric representation. These analog errors

include capacitor mismatch, finite amplifier gain and

slow-settling transients. if the actual base can be

determined^ by digitizing a known input (for example, the

reference), then these sources of error can be removed

directly using a base conversion algorithm. Most of the

other sources of error give rise to an offset error, if the

infinite-resolution criterion is satisfied, then these

sources can be summarized by an equivalent offset reflected

at the input. Similarly, noise in the A/D conversion

process can be summarized by a reflected noise at the

input. Other sources of error, such as third order

distortion (E3), give rise to errors which can be corrected

only in principle.

I
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Tfce infinite Resolution Theorem

Let the number of comparisons go to infinity. Under

what circumstances and within what limits can we reconstruct

the analog signal?

If AQ is the analog input, and D is the digital output,

and the following infinite resolution criterion is

satisfied:

OO p _

Np+ 50[lE2i|+E2i+lJ ^0 (ID
Then the infinite-resolution theorem says there exists a

function G(.) such that:

|G (D) -A0| N< _jjp (12)
1 '-max

This is a precise statement of the infinite-resolution

theorem. To prove it we will need the following lemma:

Lemma,

If the infinite-resolution criterion is satisfied

then:

lAj^l => Ai+1O (13)
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Proof Ql Igmma,:

Tx is continuous and strictly increasing. Therefore we only
need to show that T(-l)^-l and T(1)N<1.

oo

i=0

OO

^1+EEi+N
i=0 r

From the infinite-resolution criterion:

OO

0>, E |E2i|+E2i+1~|
i=0L J

+N,

OO

>' E E^N
i=0 p

Substituting (17) into (15) gives

T(1)N<1

Now for T(-l):

oo

T<-1)=-1+ E EiC-D^Ni
i=0

Therefore:

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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OO

T(-l)>/-l+E <E2i-E2i+1)-ND (20)
i=0 ri

From the infinite-resolution criterion:

OO

0N<.LrlE2il-E2i^i]"NP (2D
=0

oo

x< E <E2i-E2i+1)-N (22)
L=0 ^1

Substituting (22) into (20) gives:

T<-1) ^-1 (23)

And the lemma is proved.

Now for the main theorem. Tx(.) is continuous and

strictly increasing. Therefore T (.) is invertible. Let

its inverse be S(.). Consider the following sequence of
functions:

G0<Ag, D)=Ag (24)

Gj CAi,D)=SCAi+B0)
@

@

©

Gi CAipD)=SCAi+Bi--1)
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Each G± has a derivative with respect to P^, and thii

derivative will be in the range:

"" i • d G -j > —i
(2+Dmrnv,) ^ ~zt^- $ C2+D )max N o/\. N vc- umax

By induction from the lemma:

Nn<1 => A± ^ i

(25)

(26)

Therefore as i aproaches infinity, G±(AifD) converges to the

function G(D) which is independant of the analog variable

A±. Because both the noise and the derivative are bounded

we know that:

N,|GiCAi,D)-A0|N< ^P N,

(2-D )x (2-D 51i-1
(27)

N,

<2-Dma><)

So by using the formula for geometric series we get:

N,

Gi (AiPD)-A0U

1-
1

^~Dma^
(28)

2-D
max

2-D
max

As i aproaches infinity:
i
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|GCD)-A0|N< HP (29,
1 umax

And the theorem is proved.

What we have shown is that if the loop transfer

function Tx(.) is known, and the infinite-resolution

criterion is satisfied then we can recover the initial

analog signal AQ within a limit set by the noise term by

looking only at the sequence of comparator outputs.

EArst; Order Error Correction

Having answered the question of when we can apply error

correction, we now turn our attention to how error

correction may be applied. The infinite-resolution

criterion can be satisfied by deliberately introducing some

negative first order error to ensure that the inequality in

(9) is satisfied. This means that in each clock cycle we

will multiply by 2+EL instead of 2. In effect, we will be

digitizing AQ in base 2+EL instead of base 2. The correct

numerical evaluation of the digital word D then becomes:

N

(30)D= E BiCS+Ep"1""1
i=0i

If the actual value of E1 is known, equation (3 0) can be

used to correct for it.
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The above algorithm requires one multiply per bit.

These multiplies can be eliminated by taking advantage of

the fact that El is small. The error between a base 2

interpretation of D and the correct base 2+Ex interpretation
is:

ei=EBi[c2+Eiri-1-2-i-1]
rewriting this:

N _-_ir
el= EBi2 l 1\a+Ei/2ri-i\

i=0 *

and performing a binomial expansion:

n _., _ ;::z.
£l= E Bi2 x ^l-iEi^+OEf-l) (33)

i=0

N _-_o
J»- E iElBi2 x Z

i=0

(31)

(32)

(34)

This expression for the error can be evaluated with only two

adds per bit. An algorithm for performing A/D conversion

while correcting for E is shown in fig 7.

\
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Ejteja Qyder Cancellation

The above techniqes correct for errors in the multiply

operation. Such errors could be caused by capacitor

mismatch, finite amplifier gain or slow settling

transients. it also eliminates the need for a high

resolution comparator. However, the first order error

correction algorithm does not correct for other sources of

error.

Clock feedthrough and substrate leakage give rise to

zero order errors which are not improved. Amplifier

nonlinearity gives rise to second and higher order errors

which are also not improved.

A different technique can be used to remove zero and

second order errors. The error in the digital result

introduced by even order E is an even function of Vin. By

performing a subtract instead of an add to perform the

initial sample-and-hold operation, an A/D conversion can

also be performed on -vin. The even-order errors can be

removed by performing A/D conversion twice and taking the

mean of the results for -vin and Vin. This algorithm for

performing .e^en orjjer cancellation is shown in fig 8.
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Determining E

To perform first order error correction we must know

the value of E1# The correct value for E can be determined

by digitizing VTef and adjusting E to give a corrected

result of 1. The algorithm of fig 9 was used in an

experimental evaluation of E .

Experimental Circuit

An experimental circuit was fabricated by the author in

the Berkeley IC facility [1]. This circuit consisted of

four ten-picofarad capacitors, a CMOS transconductance

amplifier and an analog switch. A schematic of the circuit

is shown in fig 10, and a die photo is shown in fig 11.

To form a clocked analog inverter the top plate of the

capacitors was internally bonded to the -In connection of

the amplifier. The bias input of the amplifier was

connected through a resistor to V . Bottom plate connects
ss

CO, CI and C2 could be connected to amplifer output, or they

could be used as clocked analog inverter inputs.

A schematic of the CMOS Amplifier is shown in fig 12.

This circuit is similar to the bipolar RCA CA3 080

transconductance amplifier. The input differential pair is

formed with P-channel devices PI and P2, and and they are
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biased by the current source P7. Devices N2 and N3 reduce

the differential pair output currents in N4 and N5. This

allows the input stage to run at a higher current level to
reduce broadband noise.

Devices N4 and N6 form a current mirror which reflects

one of the differential pair outputs into P3. Devices N5,

N7 and N8 form an MOS version of the Wilson current source

which reflects the other differential pair output to the

amplifier output. A similar function is performed by P3, P4
and P5.

Some of the circuits were bonded without the connection

the the top plate of the capacitor. This permitted the

minus input of the amplifier to be bonded so that the

amplifier could be tested seperately. The measured

performance characteristics of the amplifier are shown in

table I. with an 820 k-ohm bias resistor total supply
current was 268 microamperes with a +/- 15 Volt supply.

Input offset voltage was 120 mV. No special precautions

(such as common-centroid layout) were taken to minimize the
offset.

The small-signal differential-mode gain was

approximately 80,000, and the unity-gain bandwidth was

800kHz with a 110 pF load. Slew rate was 2 Volts per

microsecond. The output voltage range was from -14 to +12
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Volts* but gain deteriorated rapidly as the ouput voltage

rose above ground. Experimental investigation led to the

conclusion that this was caused by substrate avalanche

currents in the n-channel device N8. Substrate currents may

also have contributed to the high offset voltage. in the

results reported below the supply voltage was reduced to +/-

9 Volts. The bias resistors were reduced to 72 K-ohm to

minimize broadband noise. This also decreased the open-loop
gain to approximately 20000.

Experimental Results

The clocked analog inverters described above were used

to construct the basic non-restoring divide A/D converter.

This converter was interfaced to an S-100 microprocessor

system. An interface for a sixteen-bit resolution D/A

converter was also constructed. The A/D conversion was

performed on the output of the D/A converter. Using a Z-80

microprocessor, the difference between the DAC input and the

A/D converter output was taken. This difference was then

multiplied by one hundred, and sent back to the D/A

converter. The analog result was sampled and viewed on an

oscilloscope or plotter. The experimental apparatus is

block-diagramed in fig 13.

i
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The uncorrected results from the basic converter are

shown in fig 14. The offset from clock feedthrough was 25

mV. The combined analog errors give a worst case error of

25 mV in the loop transfer function. The reference voltage
was 5 V. Capacitor mismatch was insignificant.

The dominant sources of error are clearly E and E

The worst case error occurs when the input is equal to V
ref'

and is slightly less than 50 mV. The worst case

nonlinearity occurs at -1/2 Vreff and it is approximately 25
mV. These corresond to 1/2 lsb accuracy of 8-bits and a

linearity of 9-bits.

Next, the infinite-resolution criterion was satified by

placing 220 k-ohm resistors at the outputs of the clocked

analog inverters. This introduced a gain error of -2%

making the numeric base 1.96. The resulting uncorrected

error plot is shown in fig 15. Notice that while the

accuracy is reduced, the spikes in the previous plot have

been removed. These spikes are the result of offset when

the infinite-resolution criterion is not satisfied.

The results after first-order error correction are

shown in fig 16. The worst-case error occurs for -V and
ref

is about 15 mV, while the worst-case nonlinearity has been

reduced to 12 mV. Thes provided 9-bit accuracy and 10-bit

linearity. The same results are shown in expanded scale in
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fig 17. Two plots are superimposed here to show a

low-frequency drift which was observed. This time-varying

offset had a frequency of a fraction of a hertz and a

magnitude of about 4 mV. This offset may be due to surface

conduction or 1/f noise in the analog switch. The remaining

errors are clearly dominated by offset and quadratic

distortion.

The results for first-order correction combined with

even-order cancellation are shown in fig 18. The worst-case

linearity and accuracy are each 2.5 mV, corresponding to

12-bit overall accuracy. The linearity and monotonicity of

the D/A converter used in testing was 13-bits, so a

significant fraction of the remaining error may be

attributed to it. Other perceptable sources of error

include second-order effects of El and third-order harmonic
distortion.

Conclusion

We have derived some error properties of cyclic A/D

converters. We have shown simple digital algorithms which

can be used to improve the accuracy of this type of

converter. An experimental A/D converter was constructed

using CMOS clocked analog inverters. This converter gave a

basic accurcy of 8-bits. The accuracy of this converter was

improved to 12-bits using these error correcting
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techniques. Based on these results, it is possible to

construct a 12-bit accurate successive-approximation A/D

converter using conventional CMOS fabrication. This

converter would have a conversion time of 200 microseconds

or less, and would have an active die area of 3.0 mm square

or less using 10-micron layout rules.
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Table I

CMOS Amplifier
Measunements

<Vdd=+15: V..--15, Rbias=820Kn. Cload-110pF)

Supply Current 270 HA

Transconductance 2 ma

Output Impedance - 40 Mo

Output Range (Plus) +12 V

(Minus) -14 V

Input Offset Voltage 120 mV

Slew Rate 2 V/fJsec
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Device Z/L Device Z/L

Nl 40/20 PI 500/20

N2 80/20 P2 500/20

N3 80/20 P3 100/20

N4 80/20 P4 500/20

N5 80/20 P5 500/20

N6 40/20 P6 500/20

N7 200/20 P7 100/20

N8 200/20 P8 250/20

Fig 11 - CMOS Amplifier
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Fig 14 - Uncorrected cyclic A/D conversion error. Reference is 5 Volts.

Fig 15 - Uncorrected A/D conversion error when infinite-resolution criterion

is satisfied. Note the abscence of spikes in the curve compared to fig 14.
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Fig 16 - A/D conversion error after applying first-order error correction.



Fig 17 - Expanded scale of fig 16. Two error plots are superimposed to show
effect of low-frequecy drift.
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pi8 18 -Expanded scale of A/D conversion error after first-order correction
and even-order cancellation.
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